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This class covers several workflows that answer the most common questions from the Inventor users 
about the Drawing Manager. 
You will learn how to add the scale value from the first view on the sheet and put it in the title block, to 
include the plot date in the title block, to add Density Property and other properties to Parts List & BOM, 
to add model iProperties to the drawing Revision Table, to update automatically drawing properties from 
model iProperties, to remove trailing zeros of referenced parameters in leader text, to associate by default 
materials to solid hatch in section views, to create Sheet Formats with views, to insert a Parts Only Parts 
List and a Structured Parts List in one drawing. 

Learning Objectives 
At the end of this class, you will be able to: 

 Insert desired properties in drawing title block, parts list, and revision tables 

 Update automatically the model properties in the drawing 

 Associate materials to solid hatch in section view by default 

 Create Sheet Formats with views 

 

About the Speaker 

Alessandro Gasso is currently employed as Premium Support Specialist within Autodesk’s Premium 

Support Services – Global Services department and leads the Premium Support EMEA MFG Design 

Team. 

In his past twelve years with Autodesk he worked as Product Support Specialist for Inventor, supporting 

mainly South European Customers and Partners. 

Then, he has led for two years the EMEA Inventor Product Support Team and was the EMEA Technical 

Lead of Inventor for one year. 

Alessandro is a coauthor of the Being Inventive Inventor blog and was a speaker at the AU 2012. 

Prior to Autodesk he worked for seven years as Mechanical Designer for a company in the Defense 

industry, using products as AutoCAD, Mechanical Desktop and Inventor. 

Alessandro is a native from Italy; he speaks English, Italian, French, Spanish and Portuguese and holds 

a Masters in electro-mechanical engineering from the University of Naples. 

 

http://beinginventive.typepad.com/being-inventive/
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Section 1: Add the scale value from the first view in the title block 
In this section you will find two methods for adding the scale value from the first view created in the 

drawing sheet in the title block. For both methods we use simple iLogic rules. 

Method 1 
1. Open a new drawing 

2. From the menu Manage > iLogic, add a Rule to the drawing  

3. In the Edit Rule dialog, paste the script you can copied from the file 

“Scale Title Block 1.txt” found in the Class Material 

 The rule creates a custom drawing property called "Scale x" 

for the scale of the first view on each sheet x (i.e.: Scale 1 

on Sheet:1) 

4. For each sheet of your drawing 

 Edit the title block definition and add a text that includes the 

custom drawing property called "Scale x" for the scale of 

the first view on sheet x 

 Save as the title block naming it, for instance: “Title block 

Sheet x” 

 Replace the existing title block with the new one created 

5. Add the rule to an Event Trigger (i.e.: Before Save Document) 

6. Save the drawing as Template 

 

 

Limitation of Method 1 
You cannot insert a property in a title block and having this property display a different value depending 

on the sheet where you are using the title block. So you have to create a different title block for each 

sheet. Caveat when you add extra sheets and / or change the order of them. 

Method 2 
1. Open a new drawing 

2. Edit your title block definition and add a Text item with the type 

Prompted Entry 

 This text should contain <Scale>  

 When you save the edits, 

Inventor will prompt for a 

Scale value  

 Just leave the value blank 

3. From the menu Manage > iLogic, 

add a Rule to the drawing  

4. In the Edit Rule dialog, paste the 

script you copied from the file “Scale 

Title Block 2.txt” in the Class Material 
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5. Add the rule to an Event Trigger (i.e.: Before Save Document) 

6. Save the drawing as Template 

Limitation of Method 2 
Inventor prompts for a Scale value whenever you add the title block to a sheet or add a new sheet with 

the title block to the drawing or when you start a new drawing using a template where the sheets contain 

the title block (one Prompted Entry dialog per sheet). Just leave the value blank. 

Advantage of the two methods  
With Method 1 you don’t have the Prompted Entry dialog to close. With Method 2 you don’t need to 

create a new title block for each sheet. 

 

Section 2: Plot the date stamp in the title block 
In this section you will find a method for including the plot date in the title block at the moment you print 

your drawing. This method uses a simple iLogic rule. 

Note that the “plot date” is different from the “create date” that is already included by default in the title 

blocks. 

1. Open a new drawing 

2. From the menu Manage > iLogic, add a Rule to the drawing  

3. In the Edit Rule dialog, paste the script you copied from the file “PlotDateStamp.txt” in the Class 

Material 

 When you click OK in the dialog this initiates the print dialog. Just close it for now 

 The rule creates a drawing custom property called "Plotdatestamp“ 

4. Edit the title block definition and add a text that includes the 

custom drawing property 

5. Save the drawing as Template 

When you want to print your drawing, run the rule from the iLogic Browser 

or create an iLogic Form and click on the rule button. 

 

 

 

 

This will update the date and initiate the print dialog. 
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Section 3: Add Density Property to Parts List & BOM 
In this section you will find a procedure for including the physical property of Density of the components 

of your assemblies to the BOM and Parts List. 

1. Open the assembly 

2. In the Bill of Materials add a Custom iProperty Column 

 The name of the property is not important, but cannot be “Density” or 

“DENSITY” 

 The type is Text 

3. Select the first cell of the new column and create the following expression 

 “=<Density>” 

 The value will be expressed in g/cm^3 

4. In the Part Only tab, select the lower-right corner of the first cell of the new 

column and drag it down to the last column cell. 

  This applies the same custom property and expression to the other 

assembly components 

 

 

 

 

5. In the drawing, edit the Parts List style adding the custom 

column 

6. Edit the format of the column and rename the column heading 

 

 

 

 

 

Additional information 

 If you need to display the density of the parts in the BOM and Parts 

List for every assembly you create, you can define the Custom 

Property in your part template file, add the Custom iProperty Column 

(step 2) in your assembly template and save the Parts List settings 

(step 5 and 6) in the Style Library or create the style in your 

template. 
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 You can apply the same procedure to include other component 

properties to the assembly Parts List & BOM. In order to see 

what properties are available and the correct expression to use,  

refer to the VBA script found in the file “Attribute.txt” in the 

Class Material. 

 

If you open an Inventor file and run the code in the VBA Editor, 

you can see the list of the available properties in the Immediate 

Window. 

 

 

Section 4: Add model iProperties to the drawing Revision Table 
In this section you will find a procedure for adding some iProperties from the model to the Revision Table 

of the drawing. 

In the procedure below we will add a custom iProperty and a couple of standard ones. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In order to do that, you need to do the following in the drawing that 

contains the model views.    

1. Menu Tools > Options > Document Settings > Drawing tab 

2. In the “Properties in Drawing” section, “Additional Custom 

Model iProperty Source” field, browse and select the model file 

3. Click on “Copy Model iProperty Settings…” 

4. In the following dialog, select the “Copy Model iProperties” and 

the model iProperties boxes 
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After that, if you haven’t inserted yet the Revision Table in the drawing, you can edit its style adding the 

new columns corresponding to the model iProperties. In order to do that, do the following. 

5. Menu Manage > Styles and Standards > 

Styles Editor 

6. In the Editor, add the columns for the 

Revision Table clicking on the “Column 

Chooser” button 

7. In the following dialog, you can add the 

columns corresponding to the standard 

iProperties simply selecting them in the list on 

the left and adding them to the list on the right 

8. To add the column corresponding to the 

custom iProperty, click on New Property and 

select it in the following dialog 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After doing that, if you insert the Revision Table you will see the columns corresponding to the model 

iProperties with the corresponding values. 

If you have already inserted the Revision Table in the drawing before adding the columns for the model 

iProperties, you can just edit the table and add the column basically following the same steps described 

above. 

         

 

In case you change the value of the iProperties in the model, you need to click on “Update Copied 

Properties” from menu Manage > Update to update the last added row of the Revision Table in the 

drawing. 
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Section 5: Update automatically drawing properties from model iProperties 
You have copied some model iProperties in the drawing file of the model (i.e.: Section 4) and you want 

to keep the model and drawing properties in sync automatically, without having to hit the “Update Copied 

Properties” button in the drawing. 

In this section you find the procedure for doing that. 

1. Menu Manage > iLogic > Add Rule 

2. Create a rule using the script you copied from the file “Update Model 

Properties.txt” in the Class Material 

3. Menu Manage > iLogic > Event Triggers 

4. Set the rule to run on the After Open Document and/or Before Save 

Document events 

You can apply the steps above in a new drawing and 

save it as a template. 

 

 

 

 

 

Section 6: Remove trailing zeros of referenced parameters in leader text 
In this section you will find a procedure for creating a text with a referenced model parameter without 

showing the trailing zeros for the parameter value. 

For instance, you want Value=70 instead of Value=70.00. 

To do this, in the Format Text dialog, you can set the desired precision before clicking on the “Add 

Parameter” button. 

But if you change the parameter value from 70 to 

70.5, in order to display the correct value in the leader 

text, you need to edit the text removing the parameter, 

change the precision and add it again. 

So, if you want to display the maximum precision but 

without trailing zeros for the parameter value, a better 

workflow is the following. 
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1. In the model, menu Manage > Parameters, select the export checkbox for the parameter 

2. Change the parameter property format removing the trailing zeros and unit  

 

 

3. In the Leader Text, insert the parameter value as 

Custom Property – Model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Section 7: Associate by default materials to solid hatch in section views 
In this section you will find a procedure for creating the section view of an assembly and automatically 

apply a solid hatch to the components with specific materials. 

1. In the drawing file, open 

the Style Editor 

2. Select the Hatch style for 

the active standard 

3. In the right side of the 

dialog, open the drop-

down menu for the 

Pattern and click on 

Other… 

4. In the following Select 

Hatch Pattern dialog 

click on Load 

5. In the following Load 

Hatch Patterns dialog, 

browse to the file 

“SOLID.PAT” from the 

Class Material and load 

it 

6. After that, the solid hatch 

should be in the list of 

the loaded pattern and 

selected 
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7. Click OK to close the dialog box. Now the Solid hatch should be the default Pattern for the active 

hatch style 

8. Set the default Pattern back to the usual one (i.e.: ANSI 31) 

and save the Style edits 

9. In the Style Editor, select the active standard and in the right 

side of the dialog, select the Material Hatch Pattern Defaults 

tab 

10. Add the name of the materials you want to associate to the 

solid hatch 

11. Change their hatch Pattern from the drop-down menu and set 

them to Solid 

12. Save the edits in the Style Editor 

After that, when creating the section view of the assembly, you will get 

the solid hatch for the components with the specified materials. 

 

 

 

 

 

Additional notes. 

You can save these settings in the Style Library if you want to get the solid hatch associated to the 

specific materials by default in all new drawings you create or create the style in your template. 

These settings also apply if you create the section view of a part with one of the materials specified. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Section 8: Create Sheet Formats with views 
You can find some predefined Sheet Formats in the drawing standard templates of Inventor, in the 

browser, under Drawing Resources > Sheet Formats. 
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To use a Sheet Format, you need to right-click on one and select New Sheet. 

In the following dialog, select the model (iam, ipt or ipn) for which you want to 

automatically create the views according to the settings of the sheet format selected. 

If none of the predefined formats fulfills your needs, you’ll find a procedure for 

creating one or several sheet formats with standard views in this section and add 

them to the Drawing Resources folder of your template. 

To create a Sheet Formats with views, do the following. 

1. Open a new drawing 

2. Insert a new sheet 

3. Set the size and orientation for the sheet 

4. Add the desired border and title block 

5. Add the standard views of an Inventor model (base, projected) in 

the desired position 

o Set the scale and style options 

o To be included in the format, views must be completely 

within the border of the sheet 

6. Select the sheet in the browser, right-click, Create Sheet Formats 

7. Assign a name to the format in the subsequent dialog box 

o The new Sheet Format is added to the existing ones 

8. Delete the sheet you have used to create the Sheet Format 

9. Save the file as Template. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Section 9: Insert a Parts Only Parts List and a Structured Parts List in one 

drawing 
In this section you find a procedure that allows you to have a Parts Only Parts List and a Structured 

Parts List in the same drawing. 

For instance, you want to have the structured list to show the assembly structure as well as a parts only 

list to show common parts between the subassemblies and their quantities. 
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You can get it following the steps below. 

1. Create the main drawing with a Structured Parts List in it 

o The BOM View you use at this point is the one represented 

by the balloons if you insert them later on 

2. Create a new drawing 

3. Insert the Parts Only  Parts List of your assembly 

o You don’t need to create an assembly view in the second 

drawing; just select the assembly and the desired BOM View 

in the dialog 

4. Copy the Parts List in the second drawing and paste it in the main 

one 

o You may want to remove 

the ITEM column from 

the Parts Only Parts List 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summary 

We had a good look at several workflows that answer the most common questions from Inventor users 

about the Drawing Manager. 

For more tips and trick about these topics, refer to the Being Inventive Inventor blog, under the Drawing 

Category. 

Thank you for attending! 

http://beinginventive.typepad.com/being-inventive/
http://beinginventive.typepad.com/being-inventive/drawing/

